
A Brief Introduction to C 

The most evident strength of C is that there is a standard for the language and compilers are 
everywhere. 

The distinguishing feature of C is its simplicity; it can be learned in a week. The simplicity of 
C is enabled by pushing many concepts off behind function calls into the run-time library - string 
manipulation, input/output, heap allocation, exceptions, asynchronous tasks. Because the C Standard 
does not tie down all the details, and because most compilers have some extensions, making C programs 
portable is a significant and demanding activity. On the other hand, the language is defined to make 
good optimization possible. Because of the flexibility of C and the ubiquity of its compilers, C is often 
a target language for other translators. Finally, Standard C has been made internationally viable by 
adding a locale mechanism which frees the language from its American cultural roots. 

Because C does not enforce any software engineering method, but supports them all, it can take 
years for a programmer to evolve an effective personal C engineering methodology. The consequences 
are that written C c.ode varies in quality from terrible to terrific and two terrific pieces of code written 
to different styles can be incompatible. 

A C program is an assembly of modules. Each module is represented by a dot-c file and can be 
separately translated. Information shared between modules is represented in header, or dot-h, files. 
Compiled rnodules are linked to form an executable. 

A C module is first preprocessed, then compiled. The C language is relatively independent of the 
preprocessor except that no serious application can be written without using header files which are 
literally inserted by the preprocessor in place of #include directives. 

The form of a module is a sequence of file-scope declarations. Since it is best to declare names 
before they are used, the order of declarations in a module is typically type definitions, followed by file 
scope variable declarations, followed by function definitions. The file-scope variables and functions can 
be either local to the module (static) or global to the program (extern). To make the global names 
useful to other modules, their extern declarations are given in header files to be included in each using 
module. Each extern name is defined in just one module of a program. One of the innovations of 
Standard C is to provide function prototype declarations giving complete type signature information 
apart from the function definition itself. 

C data has either a simple or derived type. There are various integer types and real types as well 
as 5 type constructors (pointer, struct, union, array, function). There is a special empty type (void). 
There is a typedef mechanism which can be used to name any type. The type system has provision 
for variables that are read-only (const), and for variables that may be changed by agents outside the 
program (volatile). 

C has parallel syntax for declaring derived data types and the expressions using those data types. 
For example 

int (*f > (float) ; 

is the declaration of a variable f pointing to a function taking one float argument and returning an 
int value. The function pointed to by f is called by the analogous syntax 

i = (*f)(3.14); 

where the first set of parentheses cause the variable verb+f+ to be dererferenced before the value is used 
to call the function. 

Given the simple syntax of declarations, the semantics of type are surprisingly detailed and complex. 
This is partly due to the fact that some combinations do not make sense, partly due to needing to defer 
some type specification to the point of access rather than the point of declaration, partly due to some 
semantics being implementation-defined, and partly due to not wanting to break code written in older 
versions of C. 

C has if and switch for selection, for and while for loops, function call and return, and cornpound 
statements for grouping. It, also has a label and goto. Except for the switch and the goto, the syntax 
and semantics are all strict.ly nested. The same syntax (break) is used for loop exit, and case ending iu 
a switch. This overloading is a significant source of programming errors. 
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The bulk of C: text is expressions, including function calls and assignments and initializations. 
The expression syntax requires more than a dozen levels of operator precedence. Extra, redundant, 
parentheses are often put in by experienced programmers to avoid misunderstandings and avoid blunders 
hidden by macro substitution. 

CT compilers must behave “as if’ they honor parentheses and precedence. That is, no program 
value can depend on compiler-chosen reordering of arit,hmetic operations. The use of ‘=’ for assignment 
and ‘==’ for equality comparisons conflicts with the usage of ‘=’ in most modern system programming 
languages. Like the overloading of break mentioned above, this inconsistency is a significant source of 
programming errors. 

The function library asctime displayed below exhibits many (:: constructs. It comes from the C: 
Standard, section 4.12.3.1. 

/* example output: “Sun Sep 16 01:03:52 1973\n” */ 
char * asctime(const struct tm *timeptr) ( 

static const char wday_name[7] [3] = ( 
“Sun”, “Man” , “Tue” , “Wed” , “Thu” , “Fri” , “Sat” 

1; 
static const char mon_name[l2] [3] = { 

“Jan” , “Feb” , “Mar” , “Apr” , “May” , “Jun” , 
“Jul” , “Aug” , “Sep” , “Ott” , “Nov” , “Dee” 

1; 
static char result [26] ; 
(void) sprintfcresult, “:!.3s %.3s%3d %.2d:%.2d:%.2d %d\n”, 

wday-name [timeptr->tm-wday] , man-name [t imeptr->tm-man] , 
timeptr->tm-mday, timeptr->t.m-hour, 
timeptr->tm-min, timeptr-Xm-set, 
1900 + timeptr->tm-year); 

return result; 
1 

The first of the example line shows the C: comment convention. The function itself returns a pointer 
to a character. This type provides the C: representation of strings. Although it is not required by the 
data type, the user of asctime expects, and in t,his case will find, that the returned string is terminated 
by the null character (AX11 zero). The string must be used right away because the next call to asctime 
will clobber the result. The parameter to asctime is also a pointer. The user knows the qualifier const 
protects the input data from being changed by asctime. The definition of type struct tm is in the 
library header file time. h. 

There are three array declarations. All of them have the attribute static which directs that the 
storage is alloc.ated only once (not each time asctime is called). The first two arrays are initialized with 
strings. Because the spac.e set aside for the data (3 characters in each case) is fixed, these 19 strings will 
not be null terminated. 

The sprintf function returns the number of charact,ers in its result. Because the developer does not 
need this leugth information, an explicit type cast (void) is used to discard the return value. The type 
cast does not change the efTect of asctime but does ward off some warning messages and also explicity 
expresses t’he intent of the developer. A careful counting of the example in the comment or the format 
in the sprintf st,atement shows that 25 characters are returned. The declaration of result provides 
‘26, therefore leaving root-n for the terrninating null charac.ter. 

The values to be printed are extracted by indexing into the character arrays with values from the 
struct tm. The pointy operator ‘->’ expects a pointer to a struct and a field name. The result is the 
value of the field, in this case apparently an integral value suitable for use as an array index. 

The value returned by asctime is consistent with its declared type. 
The example also contains some style lessons. The placement of the curly brackets is common 

among C programmers. The readability is increased by attention to vertical alignment, except in the 
hotly of the sprintf which could be improved. 
W. M. McKceman, Digital Equipment Corporation 
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